When weights of arcs in a graph are normal variates, we seek a spanning tree maximizing the probability that the sum of wei!:ilts of arcs in the spanning tree is not greater than a given constant. An 0(e 2 n) algorithm for it is given.
Introduction
The minimum spanning tree problem is one of the most important and fundamental combinatorial optimization problelns. The best time complexity of algorithms for the problem is O(e'log'logn) wh:lch is due to Yao [5] where e and n are the numbers of arcs and nodes respectively in a graph. However, in the problem, the weights of arcs in the graph are in general assumed to be deterministi,:: rather than stochastic.
We assume in this paper that weight!) of arcs in a graph are independent random variables according to the normal distributions. We seek a spanning tree maximizing the probability that the sum of arc-weights in the tree (the weight of the tree) is not greater than a given constant value. In this context 'Ne refer to this spanning tree as a minimum spanning tree. We assume in addition that the given constant value is greater than the maximum value of the mean of sum of arc-weights among all spanning trE~es. If the assumption fails, sin.::e no spanning tree has a probability greatE~r than 0.5 (this is shown below), we can not accept any spanning tree in an ordinary sense.
We first discuss this problem and then develop an algorithm for it wh:ich 2 runs in time O(e n).
Minimum Spanning Tree
Let G"(N,A) be a graph where N is the set of nodes and A is the set of undirected arcs connecting nodes. Arcs (denoted by e(j) or only by j) have weights a(j), and weights a(j) are independent normal variates with means m(j) and variances v(j). Let T denote a spanning tree in G and let AST refer to the set of all spanning trees in G.
Given any tree T, we define the following:
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We assume a given constant f is such that f~in M(T). Then the (stochastic) TEAST minimum spanning tree problem is written; max PI'{C(T):s:f}. 
max PI'{(C(T)-M(T»/S(T):s:(f-M(T»/S(T)}.
TEAST Hence our task is to maximize (f-M(T»/S(T). Note that max(f-M(T»/S(T»O is equivalent to f>mil1 M(T). Hence if f:s:min M(T) , then max PI'{C(T):S:f}:s:O.5. Let T(t) denote a spanning tree minimizing (M(,]:)+tS(,]
:» for a parameter t>O, and let T* and t* denote the spanning tree and value of t satisfyi.ng min(M(T)+tS(T»=f, i.e., J~(T*)+t*S(T*)=f. We note that from the results of ratio minimization problems (see [3] 
), we have max(f-M(T»/S(T)=t*.
Therefore what we must do is to seek T*. 
Search for T* For two spanning trelas T and T', if M(T)=M(T') and S(T)-S(T'),
Proof: Let P;;T(t) and T'';T(t). Then we have M(T')+tS(T')~(T)+tS(T) by the optimality of T(t) or M(T')-M(T)~t(S(T)-S(T'», and we have M(T')fM(T) and/ or S(T')';S(T) by definition of different trees, T'';T. Minimum Spanning TreE' with Normal Variates
If we set :x:at/(2S(T», then it follows that
M(T ')+.x:V(T ')-(M(T)+.x:V(T) )"M(T ')+.x:(S(T'» 2 _ (M(T)+.x:(S(T» 2) =M(T ') -M(']') -(t/ (2S(T») «S(T» 2_ (S(T'» 2)
~t(S(T)-S(T'»-(t/(2S(T»)«S(T»2_(S(T,»2) s(t/(2S(T») (S(T)-S(T'»(2(S(T»-(S(T)+S(T'»)
~(t/(2S(T»)(S(T)-S(T,»2~O.
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If M(T')+tS(T')"'M(T)+tS(T) and S(T')=S(T), then we have M(T')=M(T), which is a contradietion. Hence M(T')+tS(T')=M(T)+tS(T) means S(T'){<S(T), and B(T') ..
SeT) means M(~r")+tS(T'»M(T)+tS(T). Thus for :c=t/(2S(T» we have M(T')+.x:V(T'» M(T)+.x:V(T), Le., T(t)9JT(:cat/ (2S(T(t»).
(Recall the definition of T(t) and
T(x) .) This shows T(t) dT(x)
Ix>O}. Since T* is a spanning tree such that
M(T(t) )+tS(T(l;) )=f, we have T*dT(x) Ix>O}. 0 Let t(x)",(f-M(T(x»)/S(T(x» for T(x), then t*mmax{t(x)j:c>O} by definition of t* and Theorem 1. Although it is very difficult to find T(t), T(x) is easily found, since
M(T)+.x:VO~)-L (m(j)+xv(j»= LW (j), JET JET x where W (j)=m(j)+xv(j) for any arc e(j), namely, since finding T(x)
is equivax lent to finding a usual minimum spanning tree. We refer to W (j) as a (deter-
:c ministic) weight of arc e(j).
Define R(i,j)-(m(i)-m(j»/(v(j)-v(i» for each pair of arcs such that m(i) <m(j) and v(i»v(j). Rearrange different positive R(i,j) as follows;
O-R(O) <R(l) <R(2) < ••• <R(h) <R(h+1)"co,
where h is thE! number of such R(i,j). 
Theorem 2. For any x and x' such that R(k)<:c(x')<R(k+l)
,
Theorem 4. If e(i)E:r(x(k-l» , e(j)'T(x(k-l», and T(x(k-l»ue(j) has a cycle in which both e(i) ,and e(j) are included, then T(x(k»-T(x(k-l»ue(j) -e(i). Otherwise T(x(k»,=T(x(k-l».
Proof: With respect to x(k-l) and x(k) the order among all weights is the same except W (i) and w (J) . Then i t is obvious that T(x(k» created 8S above x x is a minimum spanning tree since there exists no other spanning tree through an elementary tree transformation whose weight is less than that of T(x(k» , (Deo [2] , Theorem 3-16). 0
Let two arcs e(i) and e(j) for R(k)=R(i,j) be written as i(k) and j(k)
Time Complexity
The number h is bounded by the number of intersection points of e func- O(e ). Lastly Step 3 needs O(e ). Therefore the overall time complexi.ty is
0(e 2 n).
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